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“A Subject That Can Bear 
Investigation”: Anguish, Faith, 
and Joseph Smith’s Youngest 

Plural Wife

J. Spencer Fluhman

In the single month of May 1843, Joseph Smith married four brides un-
der the age of twenty. The youngest, Helen Mar Kimball, was fourteen.1 Of 
Joseph Smith’s plural wives, in fact, at least nine or ten were what would now 
be called “teenaged” (the term was not widely used until the twentieth cen-
tury) when they married the Prophet.2 Since evidence for physical intimacy 
between Joseph Smith and some of his wives is compelling, the question of 
sexual contact with the youngest wives ignites controversy in print and across 
the internet. Further complicating the picture of Joseph Smith’s relationship 
with his young wives is the fact that Helen Mar Whitney experienced consid-
erable pressure to consent to the marriage from both the Prophet and her own 
father, LDS Apostle Heber C. Kimball; she understood that her salvation and 
that of her family’s depended on her acquiescence. Because the most perti-
nent documents for the Whitney case were penned by Whitney herself, critics 
charge on the basis of the Saints’ own documentary record that Joseph Smith 
used his religious position to impose himself on innocent teens.3 

While a clear picture of these earliest plural marriages eludes historians—
Joseph Smith never offered any rationale for his plural marriages beyond 
D&C 132—it is possible to reconstruct some of what the Nauvoo Saints ex-
perienced in those tumultuous years.4 Such a reconstruction will not reconcile 
every questioner of early LDS polygamy, but the Saints’ accounts help mod-
ern Church members comprehend the emotional and spiritual passages that 
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defined the nineteenth-century Lat-
ter-day Saint experience. This essay 
uses the youngest wife’s experience 
as a window on those passages. Iron-
ically, the plural wife who probably 
stirs the strongest modern reactions 
is also perhaps the best documented. 
Helen Mar Kimball Whitney (1828–
1896) not only penned reminiscenc-
es of her Nauvoo experiences for the 
Relief Society’s Women’s Exponent 
(1880–1886), she authored a candid 
autobiographical sketch for her fam-
ily in 1881, published two extended 
defenses of polygamy, and left a 
memorable diary of her later years.5 
Her words offer an unmatched view 
of Nauvoo plural marriage and her 
own spiritual and emotional path, 
which by her own account lay 
somewhere between sacrifice and 
certainty. Even years afterwards, 
she was still challenged by her mar-
riage to Joseph Smith, but she bal-
anced those emotions with her conviction that “the principle” came from God 
and her sense that she had passed an “Abrahamic” test.

While marriage proposals at age fourteen were not unheard of in the 
1840s, they were unusual. Nineteenth-century women on average married 
earlier than today; early American legal understandings of youthful marriage 
might baffle modern readers. Borrowing from English common law tradi-
tions, American law during the 1840s set the legal age for marriage at twelve 
for females and fourteen for males.6 Similarly, pre-Civil War “age of consent” 
laws set a low standard; not until the 1880s did states begin raising the age of 
female consent from ten (or twelve) to sixteen.7  In rural communities where 
marriageable women could be scarce, marriage age could dip well below 
modern conventions—for instance, Martin Harris married his wife Lucy in 
1808 when she was fifteen. These cases notwithstanding, the period’s census 
data reveal that generally, seventeen or eighteen marked the younger end of 
the typical range of female marital “eligibility.”8 So, while the rest of Joseph 
Smith’s plural wives’ ages more or less met contemporary expectations, Helen 
stands out as a possible, but not unheard of, exception.9

Helen Mar Kimball Whitney, date unknown. 
She was the youngest plural wife of the 
Prophet Joseph Smith. Photograph courtesy 
of Lester and Shauna Smoot Essig, and BYU 

Religious Studies Center.
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Whatever her own expectations for marriage, fourteen-year-old Helen 
Kimball was stunned to learn of plural marriage. According to her reminis-
cences, she was introduced to the principle by her father. Her first reaction 
was anger, having considered rumors of the practice to be lies hatched by 
LDS dissenters. She thought the suggestion “improper and unnatural” and 
worried over the twenty-four hours Heber Kimball gave her to consider mar-
riage to Joseph Smith. Helen remembered vacillating between faith and doubt 
that first night, in the end becoming open to a doctrine “so repugnant and so 
contrary to all of our former ideas and traditions” only because of her trust in 
her father’s love and commitment to God.10 After that initial “sudden shock 
of a small earthquake,” Helen met with her parents and Joseph Smith the fol-
lowing morning and agreed to be sealed to the Prophet.11 Adding to her bewil-
derment, not long thereafter she learned from her father that her close friend 
and future sister-in-law, Sarah Ann Whitney, had been sealed to the Prophet 
months before.12  

Readers concerned about whether or not the marriage was consummated 
are left without conclusive evidence for or against. In all her reminiscing, 
Helen neither confirmed nor denied a physical relationship. This was not the 
case with all the plural wives, however. After the Civil War, when RLDS crit-
ics charged that Joseph Smith’s relationships with other women were purely 
“spiritual” unions, Latter-day Saints marshaled convincing evidence that at 
least some of the plural marriages had been consummated.13 While the ques-
tion of sexuality thus remains open, there is no documentary evidence that 
such was the case with Helen. In fact, her reminiscences convey little so-
cial interaction with Joseph Smith after the marriage, let alone an intimate 
physical relationship. In a retrospective poem written to convey her feelings 
about her youthful sealing, Helen described nothing of a close bond—she 
even wrote that the “step” she took was “for eternity alone,” convincing some 
historians that the marriage was unconsummated.14 What does emerge power-
fully from the poem, though, is a sense of her dashed dreams of romantic love 
and missed social opportunities: “Thy sicken’d heart will brood and imagine 
future woes,/ And like a fetter’d bird with wild and longing heart,/ Thou’lt 
dayly pine for freedom and murmur at thy lot.” The poem ended where her 
reminiscences did, with a statement of trust in her father.15 For his part, Heber 
Kimball wrote to Helen just weeks after her sealing: “My child, remember the 
care that your dear father and mother have for your welfare in this life, that all 
may be done well, and that in view of eternal worlds, for that will depend on 
what we do here, and how we do it; for all things are sacred.”16

Helen’s emphasis on “eternity alone” and her father’s underscoring of the 
“view of eternal worlds” points to the otherworldly significance each attached 
to her marriage. Viewed from any angle, Nauvoo plural marriages contradict 
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modern expectations. Helen’s marriage was not rooted in romantic feelings, 
mutual attraction, or an emotional bond. To the contrary, she sensed that her 
marriage provided spiritual benefits for her and her family. Looking back 
across the years, she wrote that those benefits had constituted a large share 
of her motivation to enter into the marriage: “Joseph … came next morning 
& with my parents I heard him teach & explain the principle of Celestial 
marrage—after which he said to me, ‘If you will take this step, it will ensure 
your eternal salvation and exaltation & that of your father’s household & all 
of your kindred. This promise was so great that I willingly gave myself to pur-
chase so glorious a reward.”17 Neither a starry-eyed nor love-struck proposal, 
Joseph Smith’s to Helen resembles others recorded by the Prophet’s wives; 
each reported that he couched his proposal in the language of revelation, obe-
dience to God’s law, and the promise of eternal rewards.18 Joseph Smith’s 
proposals, in other words, mirrored the 1843 revelation on celestial marriage 
(D&C 132), which highlighted law (v. 3–7, 11–12, 15–19, 21, 24–28, 31–34, 
37, 48, 54, 58–66), obedience (v. 3–5, 53–55, 64–66), and after-life blessings 
(v. 19–24, 55, 63).19 

According to Helen, her father was similarly motivated. The argument 
that Joseph Smith initiated plural marriages for his own lustful purposes fails 
to account for the fact that, in Helen’s case at least, it was her own father who 
proposed the marriage. Her father taught her “the principle of Celestial mar-
rage,” Helen wrote in 1881, “& having a great desire to be connected with 
the Prophet, Joseph, he offered me to him; this I afterwards learned from the 
Prophet’s own mouth.”20 Kimball’s desire to be “connected” to Joseph Smith, 
curious as it may be to modern Saints, somewhat reorients the marriage away 
from questions of Joseph Smith’s motivations. What did Heber Kimball hope 
to achieve by “offering” Helen? Why would a marriage to Joseph Smith have 
been preferred over one to a man closer to Helen’s own age? Why the urgency 
about marrying her off so young?  

Many modern Latter-day Saints find it difficult to make sense of the spiri-
tual blessings their nineteenth-century counterparts attached to plural mar-
riage. Comprehensive answers elude Saints and historians alike, but attempts 
at understanding bring one into a period of intense spiritual activity in which 
Joseph Smith’s sermons, revelations, and instructions literally remade the cos-
mos for his followers. Parts of his teachings persist in the modern Church; 
beloved doctrines like the eternity of the marriage covenant and vicarious 
ordinance work received their first articulation in these years. Some aspects of 
Joseph Smith’s teachings have been modified or deemphasized in later years 
at the discretion of later Church leaders. Some ideas, like plural marriage, 
were explosive enough that Joseph Smith kept them relatively quiet, sharing 
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them only with trusted companions. Others the Prophet offered in embryonic 
form only; it fell to future leaders to elaborate and contemporize them.21 

At the heart of his Nauvoo teachings was the Prophet’s emphasis on cre-
ating “binding links” that would join the Saints as God’s extended family. 
Writing to the Church in 1842, Joseph Smith stressed that baptisms for the 
dead would function as such a “welding” linkage (D&C 128:18). Certainly, 
“celestial marriage” would function as another.22 Not yet a part of LDS under-
standing, though, was a sense that families could be “sealed” together through 
ordinances across generations of the dead. No Saint of the 1840s was “sealed” 
to his or her own ancestors through vicarious ordinances; later Church presi-
dents would add intergenerational sealing to temple practice. Their absence in 
Nauvoo helps explain Heber Kimball’s actions with regard to his daughter.23 

Convinced that “sealing” was God’s plan for his people, the Nauvoo 
Saints in effect created extended eternal families by sealing living Saints of no 
blood relation—through plural marriages and adult “adoptions”—rather than 
through sealing to one’s own progenitors via proxy work. (Through what the 
Saints called the “law of adoption,” adult men without faithful LDS parents 
were “sealed” to other adult men as their adopted sons.24) Lucy Walker, for 
instance, who married Joseph Smith days before Helen did in 1843, remem-
bered the Prophet explaining that their sealing would help “form a chain that 
could never be broken, worlds without end.”25 Since endowments and sealings 
for the dead were not yet part of LDS temple practice, the Nauvoo Saints’ seal-
ing work bore a marked sense of urgency. In other words, whatever was to be 
done in terms of ordinance work beyond baptism was to be done here and now 
and only for the living. Speaking in 1859, Apostle Orson Pratt put it bluntly: 
“All these things have to be attended to here.”26 Saints like Heber Kimball 
thus yearned to be “linked” or “welded” into an extended celestial family. 
Viewed in this light, Heber Kimball and Joseph Smith seem to have been col-
lecting kin as much as wives. In the words of one historian: “Joseph did not 
marry women to form a warm, human companionship, but to create a network 
of related wives, children, and kinsmen that would endure into the eternities. 
. . . Like Abraham of old, Joseph yearned for familial plentitude.”27 

Complicated though they may be, these doctrinal points help make Heber 
Kimball’s “offering” of Helen more comprehensible. In the Kimball family 
narratives—from Heber, Helen Mar, and finally with her son, Apostle Orson 
F. Whitney—Helen Mar’s marriage bound the Smith and Kimball families 
together. In the logic of those narratives, an earthly relationship between Jo-
seph Smith and Helen Mar Kimball was almost beside the point. Given the 
evident lack of a meaningful earthly relationship in their case, one historian 
with an eye on these wider connections being made between Joseph Smith 
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and close associate’s families opted for the word “dynastic” to describe their 
marriage.28 

This is not to say that it was easy for Helen to function as what her son 
Orson Whitney would call the “golden link . . . whereby the houses of Heber 
and Joseph were indissolubly and forever joined.”29 In a particularly poignant 
line in her reminiscence, Helen cast herself as a modern sacrificial offering. 
“My father had but one Ewe Lamb,” she wrote, “but willingly laid her upon 
the alter.”30 Her evident pain at having so momentous a decision forced on 
her before she could fully grasp its significance was matched by her mother’s. 
Helen wrote, “how cruel this [marriage] seamed to the mother whose heart-
strings were already stretched until they were ready to snap asunder.” Her 
mother, Vilate Kimball, who had been tried mightily by Heber’s polygamous 
marriage to Sarah Noon not long before, responded to the Prophet’s request 
for consent to marry Helen with resignation: “If Helen is willing I have noth-
ing more to say.” Helen continued, “She had witnessed the sufferings of oth-
ers, who were older & who better understood the step they were taking, & to 
see her child, who had scarcely seen her fifteenth summer, following in the 
same thorny path, in her mind she saw the misery which was as sure to come 
as the sun was to rise and set; but it was all hidden to me.”31 In the Kimball 
family narratives Helen’s “offering” was thus marked by anguish and faith, 
the twin inheritances of any redemptive sacrifice in LDS theology. 

Though Helen returned to sacrificial metaphors throughout her writings, 
her voice in the 1880s rang with conviction regarding her decision. With other 
Saints then weathering a storm of federal prosecution and national oppro-
brium, she at times wrote about her life as though all her striving had brought 
her future blessings only: “The Latter-day Saints do not desire tribulation, but 
they look for little else in this life. . . . No earthly inducement could be held 
forth to the women who entered this order. It was to be a life-sacrifice for the 
sake of an everlasting glory and exaltation.”32 In other moments, though, she 
demanded that readers understand that it was all worth it. Responding to criti-
cisms that LDS women were coerced or cajoled into polygamy or that their 
lives were miserable, Helen maintained that Joseph Smith’s revelation (D&C 
132) contained “the words of the Lord.” For her, that spiritual conviction was 
the key. “The Latter-day Saints would not enter into this holy order of matri-
mony unless they had received some stronger and more convincing proofs of 
its correctness than the testimony of a man, for in obeying this law it has cost 
them a sacrifice nearly equal to that of Abraham.”33 LDS women, she wrote, 
bravely stood with Sarah, Rachel, Leah, and other godly women, “lawful and 
honored wives” in sacred history who had heard God’s word and obeyed.34 

For Helen, not all plural marriage’s blessings were held in waiting. “I 
have been a spectator and a participator in this order of matrimony for over 
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thirty years, and being a first wife, I have had every opportunity for judging in 
regard to its merits,” she wrote in 1882. “There are real and tangible blessings 
enjoyed under this system.” Without downplaying the difficulties plural mar-
riage entailed, Helen maintained that those who entered into the “principle” 
with “pure motives” and “continued to practice it in righteousness” were fash-
ioned into better Christians: “Their souls will be expanded, and in the place of 
selfishness, patience and charity will find place in their hearts.” Thus oriented 
towards God and “the interests of others,” she concluded, righteous polyga-
mous men and women “are rising above our earthly idols, and find that we 
have easier access to the throne of grace.”35

Helen admitted to contemplating different paths in her younger years. 
Looking back, though, she willingly made peace with the trial of plural mar-
riage in order to have all that Mormonism provided her. 

In my younger days, in the early scenes of trial and temptation, I thought that I would 
be perfectly happy if the plural system could be relinquished. I felt unwilling to sacri-
fice my earthly happiness for the promise of future reward. I thought I could content 
myself with a lesser glory. But I found that there was not real substance in any reli-
gious doctrine outside of “Mormonism,” and I could not disbelieve one part (as many 
have professed to do) without rejecting it completely.36

And, despite her youthful fears, Helen Whitney was not left without 
this-world happiness. Confident that even “the slightest glimpse” of future 
eternal glory would repay all the difficulty occasioned by the practice, Helen 
concluded her 1884 defense of polygamy with a statement of certainty—“of 
that pure and unalloyed bliss [to come] I solemnly testify that I have had a 
foretaste.”37 Intense sacrifice, earthly joy, and faith in the promise of eternal 
glory had come to define Helen’s life as it had for so many of her fellow trav-
elers. “The Latter-day Saints are reaching after those things that are durable,” 
she wrote in 1882. “We do not want the shadow but the substance of what is 
hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen.”38
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Benjamin Johnson, a friend of the Prophet in Nauvoo, underscored the sense of ur-
gency with regards to sealing in this life when he wrote, “the Prophet taught us that Do-
minion & powr in the great Future would be Comensurate with the no of ‘Wives Childin & 
Friends’ that we inheret here and that our great mission to earth was to Organize a Neculi 
of Heaven to take with us.” Benjamin F. Johnson to George F. Gibbs, 1903, quoted in 
Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 10.

27. Bushman, Joseph Smith, 440.
28. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 12, 347, 497. Joseph Smith’s marriage to Sarah 

Ann Whitney seems to have been of a similar type.
29. Orson F. Whitney, The Life of Heber C. Kimball, 3rd ed. (Salt Lake City: Book-

craft, 1992), 328.
30. Holzapfel and Holzapfel, eds., A Woman’s View, 482. In another agonizing line, 
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Helen described women who had entered the practice as having “laid their willing but 
bleeding hearts upon the altar.” Whitney, Plural Marriage, 47. For all her empathy for 
other plural wives, Helen was also sensitive to the demands on polygamous husbands. 
“But those who think that men have no trials in the plural order of marriage, are greatly 
deceived. The wives have far greater liberty than the husband, and they have the power to 
make him happy or very unhappy. . . . It certainly takes considerable religion and faith to 
stimulate a man who loves a quiet, easy-going life, to take up this cross, even with the hope 
of a future crown.” Whitney, Why We Practice, 31.

31. Holzapfel and Holzapfel, eds., A Woman’s View, 486. Helen explained that her 
mother had navigated her challenge with plural marriage with “abiding faith in the prin-
ciples that were advanced by the Prophet and Seer” and “confidence which she felt in her 
husband as a man of God.” Without those, Helen wrote, “she could never have borne up 
under all the trials with which her life’s path was filled.” Whitney, Plural Marriage, 16.

32. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 7; Holzapfel and Holzapfel, eds., A Woman’s View, 
253.

33. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 11, 47. Helen was adamant on the question of coer-
cion: “There has been no compulsion used in our marriage relations, but it is optional with 
every man or woman to act as he or she may feel to be right.” Whitney, Plural Marriage, 
50. Even so, some LDS men and women felt considerable pressure to enter into the prac-
tice. See Kathryn M. Daynes, More Wives Than One: The Transformation of the Mormon 
Marriage System, 1840–1910 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2001), chapters 1–2.

34. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 11–12, 15, 28.
35. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 27, 46; Whitney, Why We Practice, 65.
36. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 37. In another line, responding to Joseph Smith III’s 

claims regarding the origins of plural marriage, Helen wrote: “I confess that I was too 
young or too ‘foolish’ to comprehend and appreciate all that I heard his father [Joseph 
Smith, Jr.] teach, and if my parents at that early day had disagreed and my father been 
taken away by death, I am not able to decide what the consequences would have been to 
me.” Whitney, Plural Marriage, 16. A hostile report from Catherine Lewis, who apparently 
lived with the Kimball family for a time in Nauvoo before abandoning Mormonism, wrote 
that Helen told her mother: “I would never have been sealed (married) to Joseph had I 
known it was anything more than ceremony. I was young, and they deceived me, by saying 
the salvation of our whole family depended on it.” Some aspects of Lewis’s account are not 
credible, but given Helen’s admission of youthful rebelliousness against polygamy, the epi-
sode might constitute what she came to later regard as youthful “foolishness.” Helen’s final 
“conversion” to the “principle” came after a period of prolonged illness during the trek to 
Utah in 1848. Catherine Lewis, Narrative of Some of the Proceedings of the Mormons; 
Giving an Account of Their Iniquities. . . . (Lynn, MA: the author, 1848), 19; Compton, In 
Sacred Loneliness, 510–11.

37. Whitney, Why We Practice, 66.
38. Whitney, Plural Marriage, 37.
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